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Lessons learnt from financial crisis
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A conservative approach and tight regulatory controls has limited the impact of
the global crisis on certain countries and corporations

It is crucial to link financial instruments to real economy

All global economies are linked but,

Purely debt-fuelled growth is flawed, cash is king!

Chinese liquidity and industrial growth means Africa provides opportunities
amidst the chaos

Sino Africa Trade
Forecasted GDP per Capita



Now is the time for China / Africa
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China will, for the foreseeable future, be an industrial and manufacturing driven
economyeco o y

►There will still be a high demand for raw materials to drive it’s economic
growth

Africa, for the foreseeable future, is heavily reliant on growing its economies
through the development and access to its resource base (minerals, oil & gas).

B t Af i ’ i f t t i bli d d l►But, Africa’s infrastructure is crumbling and needs renewal

►If it is to fully access its resource base, it needs to partner with China

Chi h th t h i l kill d it l t it i f t tChina has the technical skills and capital to renew its infrastructure

Africa has the resources to fuel China’s industrial machine

Th d i d lt b i iThe desired result can be win-win

Africa benefits from development and growth

Chi h t it t i l d d d itChina has access to its raw materials demand and secures its resources
needs



Now is the time for China / Africa
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Africa, through its growing affluence should become a bigger market for
Chinese products & servicesC ese p oducts & se ces

From our perspective, this is the once in a century opportunity for China top p , y pp y
secure its resource needs at low cost whilst enhancing its relationships with
Africa

St it l d f►Strong capital and forex reserves

►Western and donor capital drying up in Africa

L ll i l b l d d►Lull in global demand



So, 
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China’s rising economic engagement with Africa is indeed tied to accessing
energy and other commodities.e e gy a d ot e co od t es

Meanwhile, Chinese exporters are targeting markets that have strong

economic growth potential, relatively sound macroeconomic and political

prognosis and sound trade relations with China.p g

These markets offer untapped potential for consumption with significant latent

potential.

It i t i l th hi hli hti th t th d i f l b l li idit d b dIt is certainly worth highlighting that the drying up of global liquidity and broad

based risk aversion places China in a more powerful position than yesteryear.



So, 
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The position of strength broadens the alternatives available to Chinese funds

as risk/reward alchemy is refined.

Wh t thi i th t Af i t i th t b fit d f thWhat this means is that African countries that benefited from the more

nourishing global growth prognosis, global risk appetite and excess liquidity are

no longer in a position to play different agents against one another.

Explicitly Africa’s economic and political leverage has been eroded by theExplicitly, Africa s economic and political leverage has been eroded by the

crisis as a result of falling commodity demand and pricing.

The downturn presents China with a unique opportunity to reengage Africa in a

less competitive environmentless competitive environment…………



Standard Bank and ICBC
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Why did ICBC become the biggest shareholder in Africa’s biggest bank?

►Instant access to Sub Saharan Africa banking skills and markets►Instant access to Sub-Saharan Africa banking skills and markets

►ICBC has a strong capital and liquidity base and growing appetite for
“select” international risk

►Standard Bank has strong Project Finance, M&A, Treasury and Banking
skills to facilitate Chinese inbound investment & trade

What impact has the crisis had?

►Standard Bank’s 150 years of conservatism, emerging markets focus and a
t h l t i t i S th Af i h b fitt d th b k i th ttough regulatory environment in South Africa has benefitted the bank in that
is has only been moderately impacted by the crisis

►Standard Bank’s strategy to focus on emerging markets has had a positive►Standard Bank s strategy to focus on emerging markets has had a positive
impact and is further enhanced as a result of the global crisis



Looking forward
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Whilst we cannot speak for ICBC,
►it appears that like South Africa and Standard Bank that a conservative►it appears that like South Africa and Standard Bank, that a conservative

approach and tight regulatory controls have spared China and ICBC from
the worst ravages of the global financial crisis,

t hi h ill t t d th i d i t d t d d t k►our partnership has illustrated the growing desire to understand and take
risk outside of China where opportunities exist.

We see continued and sustainable growth in Africa’s larger economies andg g
China emerging stronger from the global financial crisis
We see improved political and economic leadership across the African
continentcontinent
We envisage an increasing role for Chinese State Owned and Development
Banks in funding infrastructure development and accessing Africa’s mineral
resources
We are well positioned to help this mutually beneficial drive for both China and
Africa



Looking forward
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We have spent time building relationships and understanding the flows and
needs of China and Africa, which are key to future successeeds o C a a d ca, c a e ey to utu e success

In order to understand the complexity and manage the risk in emerging

markets African alliances will be crucialmarkets, African alliances will be crucial

Linking the Chinese capital and demand to African opportunities requires bold

decision making and we believe that the co-operation partnership with ICBC is

ideally positioned and aligned to utilise the opportunities that are and will

present themselves.

We are at a unique inflection point in history a time when both China andWe are at a unique inflection point in history, a time when both China and

Africa can benefit from a deleveraging environment……
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